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Amphibian Sounds Generating Network Based on
Adversarial Learning

Sangwook Park , Mounya Elhilali , Senior Member, IEEE, David K. Han , Senior Member, IEEE,
and Hanseok Ko , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This letter proposes a generative network based on
adversarial learning for synthesizing short-time audio streams and
investigates the effectiveness of data augmentation for amphibian
call sounds classification. Based on Fourier analysis, the generator
is designed by a multi-layer perceptron composed of frequency
basis learning layers and an output layer, and a discriminator
is constructed by a convolutional neural network. Additionally,
regularization on weights is introduced to train the networks with
practical data that includes some disturbances. Synthetic audio
streams are evaluated by quantitative comparison using incep-
tion score, and classification results are compared for real versus
synthetic data. In conclusion, the proposed generative network is
shown to produce realistic sounds and therefore useful for data
augmentation.

Index Terms—Generative model, adversarial networks,
Wasserstein distance, audio stream generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCESS to data (e.g., speech corpora, video datasets) has
led to great advances in signal processing and effective

deployment of deep learning techniques for recognition, dis-
crimination and detection tasks. Still, progress in a number of
niche domains remains limited due to lack of suitable data;
one such domain is natural conservation and presentation of
biodiversity of habitats. Around the world, authorities engage in
tedious efforts of observing fauna populations in given regions
in order to assess fluctuation in species over a period of time
[1]–[3]. With technological advances, automatic monitoring
systems are being explored where experts use sound recognition
technologies to track different species. Amphibian population
tracking is one area where automated systems based on sound
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recordings have been explored by collecting sounds from various
frog and toad species [3]–[6].

As data collection is an expensive and intricate effort, the
idea of using generative networks to augment data has begun
to attract the attention of researchers [7]–[9]. Among several
approaches, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) com-
posed of generator and discriminator have been remarkably
effective in image generation [10]–[14]. The generator produces
an image from a random seed, and the discriminator decides
whether the image was synthesized by the generator or not.
With help of regularization schemes and tuning [15]–[18], the
training of GAN may converge, and the generator produces data
indistinguishable by the discriminator.

Although GAN-based data generation has been effective for
image-related tasks, using GAN networks for audio generation
still poses a number of challenges. Generating a raw audio
streams requires an elaborate model for estimating samples that
are composed of a raw audio stream. If some of the samples in
a synthetic stream are under- or over-estimated, the synthesized
audios are different to targets that a generator is intended to
produce. Mun, et al. [19] avoided this difficulty by producing
audio features that are robust to displacements rather than raw
audio streams. As an alternative to GANs, WaveNet is a dif-
ferent representative method for raw audio stream generation
[20]. WaveNet uses a large receptive field with dilated convo-
lutions that make up an auto-regression model for estimating
downstream samples based on previous ones. Motivated by the
auto-regression model of WaveNet, Donahue et al. [21] pro-
posed an audio-stream generating network using GAN, named
as “WaveGAN”, which was designed by applying 1D transposed
convolution and a large up-sampling factor. One of limitations is
the use of large-size receptive fields, which make such networks
unsuitable for generating short audio streams like amphibian call
sounds. The mismatch in size between desired short audio target
and the large response fields in the network causes noise to fill
the size gap, which in turn results in generation of noise streams.

To handle short-time audio generation, this letter proposes
a generative network that constrains the signal structure by its
frequency basis. The generator is designed as a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) composed of frequency basis learning layers
and an output layer. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
is employed as discriminator. The use of realistic data recorded
in real environments helps constrain the regularization of the
network. The effectiveness of this network is demonstrated by
performing amphibian call sounds generation. The contributions
of this letter are as follows: 1) development of a GAN based
generative model for synthesizing short-time audio streams;
and 2) investigation of feasibility of data augmentation with
synthesized audio clips by the proposed network.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Goodfellow et al. [10] proposed an adversarial modeling
of a generator G(z; θG) and a discriminator D(x; θD). The
generator G maps a random vector z into a data space while
the discriminator D represents the probability that x came
from the real data space. The objective function for GAN
is denoted as fGAN (θG, θD) = EPdata(x)[log(D(x; θD)] +
EPz(z)[log(1−D(G(z; θG); θD)] where EPdata[.] and EPz(z)

[.] means an expectation operator to probability density function
of real data and random vector, respectively. The parameters of
the generator θG are trained to minimize the function while the
discriminator θD attempts to maximize the function. In practice,
θG and θD are alternatively and repetitively trained with the other
held fixed [10],

θnD = argmax
θD

fGAN (θn−1
G , θD)

θnG = argmin
θG

fGAN (θG, θ
n
D), (1)

where n is the number of iterations.
A number of studies modified the objective function. Mao et

al. [22] proposed Least Squares GAN (LSGAN) that adopted
the least square error as fLSGAN (θG; θD) = EPdata(x)[(D(x;

θD)− 1)2] + EP z(z)[(D(G(z; θG); θD))2]. The study reported
that the least square loss forces the synthetic data toward the
decision boundary resulting in synthetic data being in close
proximity to real data.

Arjovsky et al. [23] proposed Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) for
stable learning. In WGAN, Earth-Mover (EM), i.e., Wasserstein
distance is used for an objective function instead of alternatives
such as Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and Jensen-Shannon
(JS) divergence which are well known as a distance measure
between distributions [24]. According to this study, KL or
JS divergence is considered inappropriate as an objective func-
tion due to its discontinuities. On the other hand, the Wasserstein
distance is continuous and differentiable in most of the parameter
domain if the discriminator satisfies the Lipschitz condition. The
objective function for WGAN is defined as fWGAN(θG; θD) =
EPdata(x)[D(x; θD)]− EP z(z)[D(G(z; θG); θD)]. Both θG
and θD are updated toward maximizing the function. In order
to satisfy the Lipschitz condition, θD has to be clipped on the
interval [−c, c]. Since it is hard to optimize the parameter
c, however, Petzka, et al. [16] proposed a modified gradient
penalty to satisfy the condition as

fWGAN_LP

= fWGAN − λLPEx̂[(max{0, ‖∇x̂D(x̂)‖ − 1})2]. (2)

where x̂ is an internally dividing data between the real and
synthetic data from the generator.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Signal Model With Respect to Neural Network

In the Fourier domain, an arbitrary signal can be represented
as a linear combination of frequency bases. Therefore, a single
frame of an audio recording, xn, can be modeled as a signal
component sn (represented by its frequency elements) as well
as a noise component dn, added together as

xn =
1

K

K−1∑

k=0

wkexp

(
j2πnk

K

)
+ dn, 0 ≤ n ≤ K − 1. (3)

Fig. 1. Network architectures of generator and discriminator for signal gen-
eration; the weight, wg4, for realization satisfies the weight condition as wg4(i,
j) = wg4(i + 256, j), for 1 ≤ i ≤ 256, 1 ≤ j ≤ 8000.

where K is the length of a frame, and wk and dn represent
the frequency weighting and noise, respectively. Note that the
noise is considered as an independent and identically distributed
normal random variable with N(0; σ2).

The first term in the observation model, i.e., signal sn, can be
decomposed as

sn =
1

K

K−1∑

k=0

wkexp

(
j2πnk

K

)
=

1

K

(
w0 + wK/2 +

K/2−1∑

k=1

×
{
wkexp

(
j2πnk

K

)
+ wK−kexp

(
−j2πnk

K

)})
.

(4)

As shown in (4), half of the complex bases are conjugate bases
of the other half of the bases. If wk = w∗

K−k for 1 ≤ k ≤ K/2-1,
then a real signal is represented as

sn =
1

K

⎛

⎝w0 + wK/2 + 2

K/2−1∑

k=1

re (wk) cos

(
2πnk

K

)⎞

⎠ .

(5)

where re(·) is the operator for returning the real part of a
complex number. Note that both w0 and wK/2 are real numbers
because they represent DC and -DC components, respectively.
From a neural network perspective, this can be implemented
by considering the cosine function as an activation function in
the last hidden layer, re(wk) as the weight connecting the last
hidden layer and output layer, and w0 + wK/2 as a bias term in
the output layer.

B. Network Architectures of Generator and Discriminator

This signal model is used to constrain the generator of a GAN
network. We employ a MLP configuration where frequency
bases are modeled in the first three layers (Fig. 1). In the
first two layers, Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs) are applied for
non-negative frequencies [25], while a cosine is applied as an
activation in the third layer. Batch Normalization (BN) is applied
to all layers [26]. The weights connecting to the output layer are
set to real whilewg4

k andwg4
K−k for 1≤ k≤K/2-1 are set equal to

each other to satisfy the weight constraint, wg4
k = wg4

K−k. Since
a hyperbolic tangent is bounded within the interval [−1, 1], it is
applied to control the activation in the output layer. The sampling
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TABLE I
THE LIST OF SCIENTIFIC NAMES FOR TARGET SPECIES AND ITS ABBREVIATION

rate is set to 16 kHz, and the number of nodes in the intermediate
layers is determined by considering the length of a frame to be
32 ms (512 samples).

The discriminator is designed based on a CNN whose input
is formed by applying Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT)
where the frame and sliding length are set to 32 ms and 8 ms,
respectively. All convolutional filters are set to a size of 3 × 3
and the mid-layer feature maps are compressed by applying a
max-pooling. After the fourth convolution and pooling, the 3D
tensors are flattened to a vector, which is then connected to the
output layer.

C. Adversarial Learning of Both Networks

An objective function for training the proposed architecture,
fprop. is defined as

fprop = fWGAN − λ
∑

i,j

∣∣∣wg4
i,j

∣∣∣ . (6)

To understand the regularization onwg4
i,j further, it is important

to note that the training data includes noises uncorrelated to
the signals. Moreover, the network cannot distinguish between
signal and noise during training. Thus, if the number of trainable
parameters become sufficient to model both signal and noise,
then the generator may also produce noisy waveforms. This can
be considered as a type of overfitting in the generator. To resolve
this issue, regularization is applied to the proposed objective
function according to the assumption that amphibian calls are
typically composed of a finite number of frequency bases. The
training procedure uses the following settings: learning rate is
set to 1.0e-6; batch size is 32; and the regularization coefficient
is set to 1.0e-6.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Database

In this letter, 5 types of amphibians indigenous to South
Korea shown in Table I were chosen as target species. Their
call sounds were manually collected in each natural habitat by
five amphibian experts using a high-quality audio-recorder with
44.1 kHz sampling rate and stereo-recording. The call sound
intervals for each species were annotated by the participants in
the data collection. After converting to 16 kHz sampling rate and
mono-type, the intervals were divided into 0.5 second segments
by applying the endpoint detection method [27].

The database of real sounds was divided into a training set
(RealTrn) and a test set (RealTst). The training set consisted of
150 randomly sampled audio clips for each class. The test set
consisted of 200 randomly selected audio clips non-overlapping
with the training set, with the exception of the RedFrog group.

Fig. 2. CNN network for calculating posterior probability in inception score
and performing Amphibian sound classification test. The second block for
convolution and pooling is stacked where l is a layer index.

TABLE II
INCEPTION SCORES DEPENDING ON OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

Given the rarity of this class, we used 150 clips for training and
the full 166 audio clips for testing. While the great overlap in
training and testing data for this specific class would result in an
exaggerated performance, the purpose here is to compute an es-
timated baseline performance (Exp1) using the recorded dataset
which is later used to compare performance with synthetic data.

B. Experimental Setting

1) Inception Score: Inception score is usually used for as-
sessment of generative models by comparing their data dis-
tribution [16], [21], [28]. The posterior probability p(y|x) is
modeled by a CNN composed of convolution with a 3 × 3
filter, alternating 2D max-pooling, and fully-connected layer as
in Fig. 2. As such, the synthesized stream is transformed to
spectrogram by applying STFT with a frame of 16 ms with 75%
overlap using a hamming window. Note that the CNN was also
used in experiments for amphibian call sounds classification.

In this letter, the inception score is applied for assessments
of four objective functions described in Section II for training
the proposed architecture. Note that these functions were only
applied without weight regularization. Also, a comparison of
the proposed method to WaveNet and WaveGAN is performed
by calculating the scores to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. To produce synthetic audios by WaveNet or
WaveGAN, implementations publicly available on gitbub were
used in this evaluation [20], [21]. Note that all audio generators
were trained with the RealTrn set, by class.

2) Amphibian Sound Classification: Exp1: RealTrn sets are
used for training and RealTst sets used for assessment as base-
line. Exp2: Synthetic data produced by the proposed network
are only used for training and the same RealTst sets used in
evaluation. Exp3: Both the RealTrn sets and 600 synthetic data
are used in training and the same RealTst sets used in evaluation.
Note that all the classification rates are summarized by the
average of results in 5 trials.

C. Experiment Results

1) Inception Score: In the first training step of the proposed
networks, four objective functions for GAN [10], LSGAN [22],
WGAN [23] and WGAN_LP [16] were used, and their inception
scores are compared in Table II. As fWGAN without gradient
penalty loss gave the best performance, it is incorporated in (4)
when designing the objective function of the proposed method.
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Fig. 3. Real and synthesized streams for SuwFrog according to methods (a) Real recording, (b) Proposed method, (c) WaveNet, (d) WaveGAN

TABLE III
INCEPTION SCORES OF DIFFERENT METHODS

Fig. 4. Amphibian classification results. (a) confusion matrix of Exp1,
(b) class avg. rate depending on the quantity of synthetic data used in training,
(c) confusion matrix of Exp2 with 600 synthetic audios per a class, (d) class avg.
rate depending on training data composition.

Table III shows assessments of audio stream generating meth-
ods in terms of the inception score. A combined objective func-
tion of a Wasserstein distance with weight clipping of c = 0.005
and a weight regularization step constitutes the overall proposed
method, and its performance is compared to that of WaveNet
and WaveGAN methods. WaveGAN is also designed based
on WGAN, but it has a different architecture to the proposed
network [21]. Fig. 3 shows an example of a real recording of
SuwFrog and the versions synthesized by these methods. While
WaveNet emulated real audio to a limited extent, WaveGAN
seems to suffer from noise generation. The proposed method
successfully manages to capture key aspects of audio signatures
of real sound as shown in Fig. 3.

2) Amphibian Sound Classification: Exp1: The class average
classification rate reached 95.40% and its confusion matrix is
shown in Fig. 4(a). Exp2: The results depending on quantity of
synthetic training data are summarized in Fig. 4(a). As expected,
the more data is used during the training, the better performance
is achieved. When 600 synthetic audio clips are used per class
during training, the performance is comparable to that of Exp1.
It is apparent that the distribution of the synthetic data closely
matched that of the real data. The same overall result pattern

Fig. 5. Class avg. rate in training depending on training data composition.
(a) class avg. rate over the number of epochs, (b) class avg. rate over the time.

is indicated by the confusion matrices for Exp1 and Exp2 is
shown in Fig. 4(a) and (c). Exp3: This experiment investigates
the effectiveness of data augmentation. The result represents an
equal level for the result of Exp1, but the CNN converges faster
when synthetic data is used in training as shown in Fig. 5. When
the training data is augmented, processing time per epoch is
longer than the case of using real only. However, the number of
epochs required for convergence is significantly reduced by the
addition of the synthetic data.

V. CONCLUSION

This letter introduced a short-time audio generating network
based on adversarial learning and investigated the effective-
ness of data augmentation. The generator and discriminator
were respectively designed based on MLP and CNN, and they
were trained by maximizing Wasserstein distance with weight
regularization. The effectiveness of the proposed method was
experimentally demonstrated by measuring the inception score
and performing classification test. The inception scores clearly
demonstrated that the synthetic data closely resembles the target
signal. Also, the results of amphibian classification using the
CNN trained with synthetic data have shown that distribution
of the synthetic data is very similar to the distribution of the
real data. This investigation of data augmentation showed that
the synthetic audios improved training efficiency when a com-
bination of both the real and the synthetic data were used to
train the classifier. Overall, these results demonstrated that the
proposed network generates suitable amphibian sounds for data
augmentation.
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